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Background and Recap
• At the December 12, 2017 RMSC Meeting the IESO
announced that it will be performing a complete revision
of the Wholesale Revenue Metering Standard –
Hardware (the “Hardware Standard”).
– The IESO presented the need for revision, the methodology it
intended to undertake, interim milestone deliverables, and
timeline.
– The IESO received supportive feedback, and also was
encouraged to incorporate the various policies that exist in other
documentation (e.g. RMSC presentations, MSP portal
documents, etc.) to the extent possible.
– The IESO does not intend on materially modifying
requirements, but simply clarifying the existing requirements.
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Current Status
Task

Description

Timeline

1

IESO to gather information in support of past Hardware
Standard amendments and catalogue the intent of
amendments in the “Amendment Review Document”

March 2018

2

IESO to post the Amendment Review Document to the MSP
portal; MSPs to provide comment and IESO to finalize

April 2018

3

IESO to develop a draft table of contents

April 2018

4

IESO to post the draft table of contents to the MSP portal;
MSPs to provide comment and IESO to finalize
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IESO to draft redlined updated Hardware Standard

6

IESO to post the redlined draft Hardware Standard to the
MSP portal; discuss at RMSC/MSP WG meetings; MSPs to
provide comment

7

IESO to finalize Hardware Standard for Baseline

May 2018
May 2018
In Progress
June 2018
October 2018
September 2018
December 2018
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Next Steps

Copy Content to
Revised Outline

• Objective: Clarify the Hardware Standard by reorganizing the content in a more appropriate way.
• Copy all content from the current issue of the Hardware Standard to the new outline, without
modification.
• Document comments identify what the section reference from the current issue correspond to the
proposed issue.

Redline Content
Changes

• Objective: Clarify the Hardware Standard by rewording some content.
• Once all content from the current issue of the Hardware Standard is copied, any proposed content
revisions, deletions, or additions will be clearly shown as redline.
• From stakeholder feedback, write a new “Policy” section to clarify any interpretations, which has been
previously presented to stakeholders (i.e. RMSC presentations, High Accuracy CT loading assessment
report, precedent cases, etc.)

Post for
Stakeholder
Feedback

• Objective: Ensure stakeholder feedback is incorporated in the next issue of the Hardware Standard.
• The normal IESO Baseline update process will be followed.
• The RMSC and MSP User Group members will be reminded by the Revenue Metering team as well.
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What to Expect – Format
• The proposed Hardware Standard is organized by parts:
– General (introduction, scope, etc.)
– Part I: Declaration of Compliance Standard
• To be used by MSPs and metering installation designers to design a DOC installation,
and IESO to review and audit DOC installations

– Part II: Alternative Metering Installation Standard
• To be used by MSPs and metering installation designers looking to retain registration
under the AMIS, and IESO to review and audit AMIS installations

– Part III: Conforming Meters
• To be used by manufacturers applying to have products approved for the Conforming
Meter List (“CML”)

– Part IV: Glossary of Terms
– Part V: Appendices
• A new appendix entitled “Permissible Variances of the DOC Standard” has been
developed to clarify that such provisions as shared PTs, common bus PTs, and
communications restricting TCP/IP are not the norm and therefore should not be
defaulted to at the design stage.

– Part VI: Policy
• As per feedback from last RMSC meeting, it was suggested that presentations and
documents that speak to interpretation be included in the Hardware Standard.
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What to Expect – Comments and Redline
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Summary
• The goal of the Hardware Standard revision is to clarify the
requirements through a reorganization, incorporating previously
presented policies, and content revisions as needed.
• The Hardware Standard revision is progressing; IESO has sent two
interim deliverables to the RMSC and MSP User Group, including a
review of past amendments and the proposed primary headings
outline
• The IESO is currently working on transferring the content from the
current issue of the Hardware Standard to the proposed outline and
making redline revisions as necessary.
• Target has been pushed back to December 2018 Baseline
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